Presentation by Peter Salleras
Growth of the leaders is best promoted when they are kept upright. Don't be too quick to tie the leaders to the strings.
Very soon the two inside shoots start to re-grow. However, you have given the two outside shoots a good head-start.

If the two inside shoots are catching up too fast with the two outside shoots, you can cut the two inside shoots again. You need to judge how far to cut these back and anticipate the re-growth.

The cutting back is meant to give the outside shoots enough leeway to end up the same size as the inside shoots.
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STRONG RESILIENT TIE FOR INFANT GREENERY
Another solution

In 2015 Treefarm produced a video, How to Build an Open Tatura Trellis. This video is available free to all. About 1000 people have viewed it. To access the video, go to:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZ5vdIXFGDM

Or search for the title. The producer, RFA President and your Editor David Chandlee, welcomes comments on the video and suggestions for future topics. Check the Treefarm channel for other videos appearing. Viewers can comment on the video page, or send him an email:

dkc65943@gmail.com